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Package name: com.dsemu.drastic Version: r2.5.0.4a (92) File size: 13.3 MB Updated: June 2, 2020 Minimum version of Android: Android 2.3.2 (gingerbread, API 9) MD5: 7099765d201b591d039af900939e5d7 SHA1: 6bb3c31b32bbd17fa209c5926c66a2f2834d92d Fix retro back caused by the encrypted RAR
compression package. Add mandatory system time as a real-time clock option. add delete game feature. Upgrade a game database Improve Help text. Drastic Nintendo DS Emulator Drastic DS Emulator Module Apk Patch and full version is a fast Nintendo DS emulator for Android. In addition to being able to play
Nintendo DS games full speed on many Android devices has the following features. Drastic DS Emulator features Improve the game 3D graphics to 2 out of 2 times their original resolution (this option works best on high-end quad-core devices) Customize the layout and size of DS screens, for portrait and landscape
modes Fully supports add-on controllers, and physical controls in devices like NVidia Shield and Xperia Play Save and resume your progress anywhere with save states Tweak your gaming experience with a database of thousands of cheat codes Sync your games to save with online Google Drive space Increase
emulation speed with fast forward If you have any uncertainty about the emulator please check the demo version first that will allow you to evaluate how the emulator works on your device. Drastic DS Emulator Mod Apk Patch is designed only for playing private backups of legally acquired Nintendo DS games. This
product is not associated with or approved by Nintendo in any way. Do not ask us about ROMs or help to get them - any request will be ignored. NOTE: WiFi/multiplayer emulation is not supported at this time. If you need help, please email us drastic.ds@gmail.com For more information see readme here: for changes see
here: Drástica emulador de Nintendo DSDraStic is a fast Nintendo DS Emulator for Android. In addition to being able to play Nintendo DS games full speed on many Android devices has the following features: - Improve the game 3D graphics to 2 of 2 times its original resolution (this option works best on high end quadcore devices) - Customize the placement and size of DS screens, for portrait and landscape modes - Fully supports add-on controllers, and physical controls in devices such as NVidia Shield and Xperia Play- Save and resume your progress anywhere with save states- Tweak your games experience with database
thousands of cheat codes- Sync your games to record with google drive online space- Increase emulation speed with fast forwardS uncertainties for the emulator please check the demo version first, please check the demo version first, which will allow you to rate how the emulator emulator works Device. Drastich is
intended only for private backups of legally acquired Nintendo DS games. This product is not associated with or approved by Nintendo in any way. Do not ask us about ROMs or help to get them - any request will be ignored. NOTE: WiFimultiplayer emulation is not supported at this time. If you need help, please email us
at drastic.ds@gmail.comFor more information see readme here: changing page see here: Nintendo has a very strict policy when it comes to holding games on other platforms. For this reason, if you want to enjoy the classic Mario Bros., you will have to go through one of its game consoles. And if the brand is strict with
the games it can distribute, imagine how el manages the development of unauthorized emulators. For now it looks like a drastic DS emulator is out of sight and you can download this Nintendo DS emulator for Android. It does not take up too much space, only 15MO, and presents a very simple operation: just download
the games and with an emulator load them on the corresponding folder (the games are not included, of course). Key features Once the user starts the games, they will have a series of buttons with screen overlap to control them. In addition, the emulator has the following characteristics: Image quality identical to the
original. Customize the location and size of console screens. Compatible with external controllers such as nVidia Shield and Xperia Play. Record the state of the game and continue whenever you want. Sync saved parts with your Google Drive storage. An option that increases the emulation rate. Get drastic, one of the
best ways to enjoy Nintendo DS games on Android. Drasic is a powerful Nintendo DS emulator for Android that allows you to enjoy the entire catalog of this portable console. As usual, MMR is not included and it is recommended that you use only recorded copies. Drastic options allow you to adjust the visual quality of
games and even customize controls. That's not all, once you've started a game, you can press the menu button to choose between virtual controls, gamepad or stylus. You can also simulate the closure of the Nintendo DS (which can be useful for some games). Just like other emulators, you can save your game by
pressing the Save State button and you can bring it back whenever you want. Drastic is a powerful Nintendo DS emulator that has a large list of and fonctionne avec la plupart de je. Terifiant terriers will double with a chin connection tu peux le voir sur les images. Gardner drifter wrong à Jour avec d'uptoweon à propos de
cet version Whatsapp Inc Facebook Jeffrey Quesnelle Uptodown.com Xiaoji Studio DraStic DS emulator Free apk download Letest version for Android. Download the entire APK of a drastic DS Emulator unlocked. Drastic DS Emulator ReviewDrashtic DS Emulator is an emulator application specially designed for
Android. it was developed under the banner of Exophase. It is designed for Nintendo on Android and you can now easily play Nintendo games on your smartphone. It has many new features and modifications that you won't find in another Emulator.With this app you can improve the graphics of a game more than it
actually has; this feature is convenient for fast smartphones. You can use this app in portrait or landscape mode as you want it to be. You can easily save your games anywhere you want with the Save status. Â you can also spin your Nintendo games with the thousands of cheat codes. There's an option that you can
save your games to Google Drive so you don't ™ you need to save it to your card. Another feature worth mentioning is that you can quickly move forward to increase the emulation of this application. Â General this app is very useful if you want to play Nintendo games on your Smartphone.Features of DraStic DS
EmulatorBelow are exciting features of the game that ™ll experience after drastic DS emulator APK Free Download.Impressive emulator specially developed for Android.Can easily play Nintendo games on your smartphone.Can improve the graphics of the game. You can use it in portrait as well as landscape mode. You
can easily save your games. You can turn your Nintendo games with thousands of cheats. Can save your games on Google Drive.Can fast forward to increase the emulation of this app. Supported versions of Android Nagingerbred (2.3.32.3.7)Honeycomb (3.03.2.6)[a]Ice cream sandwich (4.04.0.4)Jelly beans (4.14.3.1)
[a]KitKat ice cream sandwich (4.44.4.4, 4.4W4.4W.2)Lollipop (5.05.1.1)Android Rouge (6.0.06.0.0.1)So excited to play? Well click on the button below to start downloading Drastic DS Emulator APK. This is a single direct link to a drastic DS Emulator APK Mod Unlocked with Unlimited Everything. Everything.
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